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Abstract
Background: As larger datasets are produced with the development of genome-scale
experimental techniques, it has become essential to explicitly describe the meta-data (information
describing the data) generated by an experiment. The experimental process is a part of the meta-
data required to interpret the produced data, and SDRF (Sample and Data Relationship Format)
supports its description in a spreadsheet or tab-delimited file. This format was primarily developed
to describe microarray studies in MAGE-tab, and it is being applied in a broader context in ISA-tab.
While the format provides an explicit framework to describe experiments, increase of
experimental steps makes it less obvious to understand the content of the SDRF files.

Results: Here, we describe a new tool, SDRF2GRAPH, for displaying experimental steps
described in an SDRF file as an investigation design graph, a directed acyclic graph representing
experimental steps. A spreadsheet, in Microsoft Excel for example, which is used to edit and
inspect the descriptions, can be directly input via a web-based interface without converting to tab-
delimited text. This makes it much easier to organize large contents of SDRF described in multiple
spreadsheets.

Conclusion: SDRF2GRAPH is applicable for a wide range of SDRF files for not only microarray-
based analysis but also other genome-scale technologies, such as next generation sequencers.
Visualization of the Investigation Design Graph (IDG) structure leads to an easy understanding of
the experimental process described in the SDRF files even if the experiment is complicated, and
such visualization also encourages the creation of SDRF files by providing prompt visual feedback.

Background
Recent technological advances have enabled a wide range
of genome-scale experiments and made it easier to obtain
multiple types of large-scale data focusing on a specific
biological system. All of the experiments need to be com-
bined to address specific biological questions and the
series of experiments have to be designed carefully based
on a particular technology's advantages and limitations so
that the experiments consequently contribute to the pur-

pose of the study. Each experimental design can be com-
plicated, and meta-data (information about the data), as
well as the actual data itself, are essential for interpreting
experimental results.

In the field of microarray-based studies, MIAME (Mini-
mum Information About a Microarray Experiment) has
been widely accepted as a guideline for data submission to
public repositories. MIAME requires the description of
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various types of information that are needed for unambig-
uous interpretation of the results and reproduction of the
experiment [1,2]. A simple and MIAME-compliant format
is MAGE-tab, which is based on a spreadsheet or a tab-
delimited format [3]. This format is used for microarray
and for high-throughput sequencing-based transcriptome
analysis in ArrayExpress [4]. ISA-tab is a variation that
extends the targeted fields by covering additional technol-
ogies [5]. One feature of these formats is a framework
called SDRF (Sample and Data Relationship Format) that
simply and explicitly describes the experimental process
including the collection of biological materials, their
preparation, and profiling protocols. This type of infor-
mation is clear when a study is based on simple and typi-
cal experiments, but it can be easily missed or
misunderstood when a study gets complicated or
expanded to include genome-scale profiling.

A central concept underlying SDRF is the Investigation
Design Graph (IDG), a directed graph that represents the
experimental process [3], where each directed edge repre-
sents one step of the analysis. MAGE-tab implements the
graph in a spreadsheet-based format as SDRF [3], and the
implementation is used to describe 'study' and 'assay' in
ISA-tab [5]. SDRF provides a practical framework for
describing and exchanging information on the experi-
mental processes, while IDG is more like a concept or idea
for recognizing this information. Thus, users need to
decode an SDRF file in the structure of a graph to under-
stand the contents. The structure of the graph is obvious
when the study consists of several materials and steps.
However, such a structure is far from intuitive in a spread-
sheet file when the study consists of many biomaterials
and data objects, resulting in a single IDG with many
nodes and edges. As more large-scale experiments are con-
ducted in a study, computational support to visualize and
verify SDRF files becomes essential.

Tab2mage [6] is the only tool that can handle SDRF files
and it processes MAGE-tab formatted files to support
microarray data submission to ArrayExpress [4]. It pro-
vides a graphical representation of a SDRF file as IDG as
well as validation of the file for data submission. Here, we
develop a complementary tool, SDRF2GRAPH, which
focuses on the graphical representation of a wide range of
SDRF files. This tool helps SDRF users, including wet sci-
entists who may not be fully familiar with SDRF imple-
mentation, describe and exchange information about
experiments. It makes the experimental process described
in the SDRF files easy to understand and encourages the
creation of SDRF files by providing prompt visual feed-
back. Our intention is not to validate a format, since spec-
ifications for MAGE-tab and ISA-tab such as acceptable
column names are still being discussed [7,8], but rather to
adopt less stringent rules for column names to increase its

applicability to a wide range of SDRF files. To more easily
facilitate the interpretation of experimental steps, we
incorporate information in the graphical representation
not shown previously. The enriched information in the
graph clearly shows each step even if we are not familiar
with the experimental design or technologies.

Implementation
SDRF2GRAPH is written in Ruby, and the web application
is implemented based on Webrick, a HTTP server bundled
with Ruby. The graphical layout and image generation are
realized using GraphViz [9]. The source code and its web
application are available from http://fantom.gsc.riken.jp/
4/sdrf2graph

Results and discussion
Graph structure and labels
Firstly, we define a graphical representation to be pro-
duced by SDRF2GRAPH, since IDG was introduced to
explain the concept of MAGE-tab without a formal defini-
tion [3]. Nodes, a structural component of the graph, rep-
resent biomaterials or data objects (Figure 1). All of the
nodes are encoded as '~Name', '~Data', and '~File' col-
umns (e.g. 'Source Name', 'Extract Name', and 'Image
File') in SDRF, and we show objects encoded in any col-
umns having these suffixes as nodes in the visualized
graph. The only exception is the 'Array Design File' col-
umn. While this represents a data object corresponding to
a microarray design, multiple microarrays with the same
design are often used in a study and their graphical repre-
sentation as nodes is not very informative. In fact, graphs
used in the original paper on MAGE-tab [3] and its speci-
fication [7] do not show any nodes corresponding to the
array design. We process this object as a parameter (see
below about parameters) rather than a node. The other
structural component of the graph, the direct edge, repre-
sents a protocol applied to its source node to produce its
target node. It is implemented as 'Protocol REF' column in
the spreadsheet (Figure 1), and we take objects encoded in
this column as directed edges in the graph to be repre-
sented as described previously [3] and [7].

In addition to the structure of the graph, labels of nodes
and edges show essential information of each step in the
experiments. While node labels of IDG are shown in the
previous works [3,7], edge labels are not incorporated.
This worked fine for microarray data because there are sev-
eral standard experimental designs and all of the members
of this field share common knowledge about them. How-
ever, edge labels showing protocol information must be
more important in a less common experimental design.
Thus, we implemented an option in SDRF2GRAPH to
show protocol names as edge labels. Additionally, param-
eters used in the protocol are required to distinguish sim-
ilar but different processes as well as protocol name.
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When the same protocol is applied to different biomateri-
als with distinct parameters, the differences between them
should be clear. For instance, in an RNAi perturbation
study, distinct double-stranded RNAs will be transfected
with the same protocol depending on the target genes.
The difference between these treatments can be expressed
as distinct parameter values to the same protocol (Figure
1), and parameter values are the information to distin-
guish these steps here. Thus, we show parameter values as
well as protocol names in the edge labels. While the
'Parameter' column contains information supporting the
protocol, the 'Characteristic' column contains descriptive
information for the data object nodes (e.g. biomaterials,
etc.). This also helps to understand what the node repre-
sents. We add this information to the node label for
explicit understanding of the experimental process
described in SDRF.

User interface
To cover a wide range of potential users and usages, we
designed SDRF2GRAPH to work as a stand-alone com-
mand in UNIX and as a web-based application (Figure 2).

Thus, no software needs to be installed to use the latter
interface. SDRF2GRAPH is designed for Microsoft Excel
(Office Open XML format, *.xlsx) [10] files. These can
also be used with an open-source spreadsheet software
suit, OpenOffice.org, using a plug-in. This enables us to
obtain immediate and frequent graphical feedback after
we modify the file with spreadsheet software. Another
advantage of this input over the tab-delimited flat-file is
that multiple sheets can be opened in a file. A single study
consisting of several steps can be divided into small pieces
or layers according to arbitrary units [3], resulting in one
set of SDRF spreadsheets. These spreadsheets are easily
organized in one file with any spreadsheet software for-
mat. If a tool accepts only tab-delimited text files, users
need to export each spreadsheet separately just to work on
it. The use of spreadsheets is beneficial, particularly when
a study has numerous experimental steps so that its
description consists of several SDRF spreadsheets.

Many procedural steps greatly influence the size of the
IDG, and a large IDG makes it difficult to follow experi-
ments even after visualization. This can be addressed by

An example of SDRF sheet and corresponding investigation design graph (IDG)Figure 1
An example of SDRF sheet and corresponding investigation design graph (IDG). (A) An example of SDRF spread-
sheet describing knock-down experiments of two genes, gene A and B, with RNAi, where knocking-down of one gene is repli-
cated twice (B) an example of its investigation design graph (IDG) (this graph is drawn manually.)
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splitting up the entire IDG into small sub-graphs corre-
sponding to arbitrary units of experiments. Since users can
define an arbitrary unit as separate spreadsheets, an
option to specify the spreadsheets is provided. Visualiza-
tion of the specified spreadsheets helps users when the
study consists of numerous experimental steps.

Use case (I): existing MAGE-tab and ISA-tab files
Here we show several examples of SDRF files and their
graphical representations generated by SDRF2GRAPH.
Firstly we show an example of a MAGE-tab file (the sam-
ple MAGE-tab file that is distributed with the specifica-
tion: ArrayExpress accession: E-MEXP-428 [7,11]). This is
a simple microarray study, in which three different condi-
tions are replicated twice, and each sample is profiled with
a single-color Affymetrix microarray followed by normal-
ization. A subset of the SDRF (additional file 1; some of
the columns are modified to make the graph simple, such
as a node having one or less 'characteristic' and an edge
having a concise 'parameter' value) is visualized by
SDRF2GRAPH (Figure 3), where node characteristics
('Genotype'), edge names ('GROWTHPRTCL10653'), and
their parameters ('media') are shown in the graph. The
topology or overview of the graph (Figure 3(A)) shows
that hybridization is performed six times, and all of the
produced data are normalized and summarized in a single

text file. The zoom view (Figure 3(B)) shows that the
graph is self-explanatory according to the information for
nodes and edges, such as genotype of devised cell line,
protocol name used for cell growth, and its media.

Another example is a study of the rat liver, where plasma
metabonome analysis and liver transcriptome analysis are
performed in combination with a clinical chemistry anal-
ysis [12]. An ISA-tab file of this study is obtained from the
ISA-tab website [8] and is visualized by SDRF2GRAPH
(Figure 4). This demonstrates that SDRF2GRAPH success-
fully visualizes the IDG structure of the study, so that we
can follow the experimental process: 12 mice are fed a
high-fat diet, then clinical diagnosis, metabonome and
transcriptome analysis are performed. We are able to fol-
low which mice are analyzed by which method in this vis-
ualization.

Use case (II): FANTOM4 time course study
The examples above demonstrate the applicability of
SDRF2GRAPH to existing MAGE/ISA-tab files. Here, we
apply it to describe a study in our laboratory of several
genome-scale experiments including novel technology to
see if the tool facilitates the creation of SDRF files. Deep-
CAGE is a newly developed technology to quantify pro-
moter activities by high-throughput sequencing of the

Interface of SDRF2GRAPHFigure 2
Interface of SDRF2GRAPH. The input of SDRF2GRAPH is one single Microsoft Excel file (Office Open XML, *.xlsx), which 
can contain several SDRF spreadsheets. The file is given as input via the UNIX command line or a web interface with indication 
of which spreadsheets are to be visualized. Subsequently, the graphical image of IDG (Investigation Design Graph) is produced 
as a SVG, PNG, or DOT formatted file.
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mRNA 5'-end. The CAGE protocol includes a barcode-tag-
ging process [13,14], in which a linker including a unique
sequence is ligated to each RNA sample so that we can rec-
ognize the original RNA from which each 5'-end of mRNA
is derived after the RNA is pooled. We had to design a
unique SDRF file describing this technology.

As part of the international collaborative research activity,
FANTOM4 (Functional Annotation of the Mammalian
Genome 4), we applied the deepCAGE technology to a
human macrophage cell line over a time course to eluci-
date the transcription regulatory network behind human
macrophage differentiation [15]. Six time points were
profiled with three biological replicates, and each time
point was tagged with a different barcode and pooled per
replicate. An SDRF spreadsheet corresponding to a part of
these CAGE experiments, Figure 5(a), is visualized by
SDRF2GRAPH (Figures 5(b) and 5(c)). The graph topol-
ogy (Figure 5(b)) clearly shows three replicates, where the
samples derived from different time points were pooled
per replicates. A closer look at the first replicate (Figure

5(c)) shows that distinct barcodes were used for each time
point.

The same samples were profiled with a conventional
microarray, and the same time points (but different sam-
ples) were subjected to ChIP/chip analysis. The entire
experiment consisted of several steps, and its correspond-
ing SDRF file became quite large (additional file 2).
SDRF2GRAPH visualization (additional file 3), helped
our description and we received rapid feedback on the
experimental design. We were able to look at connectivity
and examine the replicates. (i) Connectivity: inconsisten-
cies of node names were introduced several times in the
editing step, resulting in a disconnected graph. For exam-
ple, we started from a spreadsheet to describe a small
piece of experiments, then expanded the SDRF by adding
spreadsheets. During the expansion and repetitive revi-
sion of each sheet, we needed to go back and forth
between the distinct sheets, resulting in inconsistent node
names between the spreadsheets. (ii) Replicates: we used
multiple types of technologies to characterize one model

Visualization of a MAGE-tab fileFigure 3
Visualization of a MAGE-tab file. SDRF2GRAPH visualization of a microarray study. (A) provides an overview of the graph, 
and (B) focuses on a part of it.
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system with biological and technical replicates, and the
wrong number of replicates was introduced several times.
This was caused by incorrectly copying and pasting of
rows to create rows similar to existing ones. Prompt visual
feedback of the edited SDRF file made it easy to examine
the graph topology and we could identify such mistakes
with less effort.

SDRF2GRAPH's advantages and limitations
A consistent description of complex experimental situa-
tions is important especially in the light of recently emerg-
ing technologies and ideas that enable us to
simultaneously characterize various experimental aspects
of biological material in a genome-wide and innovative
way. SDRF provides a practical framework to represent
such complicated experimental setups and steps, and

Tab2mage [6] was the first and is the only available tool
to support this framework. One of the bundled scripts,
expt_check.pl, provides a functionality to visualize SDRF
files, and its visualization based on GraphViz [9] helps to
understand the descriptions. However, the software has
two limitations: (1) it requires local installation, and (2)
only a text file can be input. The former restricts the utility
of SDRF files, especially for non-experts in data annota-
tion in this field, although one of its elegant features is a
simple spreadsheet-based framework. The latter limita-
tion does not facilitate the use of multiple sheets to repre-
sent a single experiment, which is an indispensable
feature of SDRF to describe large and complex experi-
ments. SDRF2GRAPH addresses these two points by pro-
viding a representation consistent with Tab2mage [6],
which is widely accepted. In contrast, SDRF2GRAPH does

Visualization of an ISA-tab fileFigure 4
Visualization of an ISA-tab file. SDRF2GRAPH visualization of a study consisting of metabolome, transcriptome, and clini-
cal chemistry analysis.
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not offer any other functionality as implemented in
Tab2mage [6], such as validation of data files, conversion
to MAGE-ML [16], and other support for data submission.
For the submission of microarray data to ArrayExpress for
example [4], Tab2mage [6] is more suitable than
SDRF2GRAPH.

The release of Isacreator [17] has been announced
recently. Though the software must be installed, it does
support the creation of SDRF files and their visualization
with its own graphical interface. This approach will make
it easier to generate complete files with rigid structures
and ontologies; this is particularly beneficial for data sub-
mission to public repositories after data assembly and
analysis. In contrast, SDRF2GRAPH focuses on visualiza-
tion and the added benefit that no installation is required
and users can create data files by themselves using their
favorite software (e.g. Microsoft Excel or Openoffice.org
calc).

Although SDRF provides a practical open framework,
Tab2mage [6] has so far been the only available imple-
mentation supporting the format. SDRF2GRAPH pro-
motes the applicability of the SDRF format by
complementing the functionality of existing tools for the
scientific community.

Conclusion
We developed a new tool, SDRF2GRAPH, to visualize an
SDRF file describing experimental steps (additional file
4). We demonstrated that it is applicable to a wide range
of SDRF files, from MAGE-tab files describing transcrip-
tome analysis to ISA-tab files describing a study consisting
of multiple omics-scale technologies. It facilitates the
description of experiments using various genome-scale
technologies. Furthermore, it aids in the interpretation of
existing SDRF files and can be used to create files for
which templates do not exist. As the tool makes it easy to
quickly create SDRF files describing a study, it will facili-
tate internal communication within large complex studies
as well as formal submission of data to public repositor-
ies.

Availability
- Project name: sdrf2graph

- Project homepage: http://fantom.gsc.riken.jp/4/sdrf2g
raph

- Operating system: UNIX or GNU/Linux

- Programming language: Ruby

- Other requirements: GraphViz http://www.graphviz.org,
ruby-zip http://raa.ruby-lang.org/project/rubyzip/

- License: Ruby's license
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About a Microarray Experiment; FANTOM: Functional
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